




What is your research data? 

Why should you manage 

or share it?

For Humanities and Social Sciences Researchers

Presented by: Béatrice Craig, Felicity Tayler and Sarah Simpkin



Today’s topics

1. Complexity of “data” in Social Sciences and Humanities disciplines 

2. Mapping YOUR definition of data onto the terms used by funding 

agencies and available tools for data management and sharing

3. Case Study: differentiate between your research materials (primary 

sources), your research data, and your contextual 

interpretation/analysis

4. Best practices for publishing data: Manage files and folders

5. Activity: resources and tools available for data management 

planning towards future research projects

6. Q&A



“very few traditional humanists 

would call their source 

material “data” 



Definitions of data in Draft Tri-Council Policy

What are data?

Data are facts, measurements, recordings, records, or observations about the world 

collected by researchers and others, with a minimum of contextual 

interpretation. Data may be in any format or medium taking the form of writings, 

notes, numbers, symbols, text, images, films, video, sound recordings, pictorial 

reproductions, drawings, designs or other graphical representations, procedural 

manuals, forms, diagrams, work flow charts, equipment descriptions, data files, data 

processing algorithms, or statistical records.

What are research data? 

Research data are data that are used as primary sources to support technical or 

scientific enquiry, research, scholarship, or artistic activity, and that are used as 

evidence in the research process and/or are commonly accepted in the research 

community as necessary to validate research findings and results. All other 

digital and non-digital content have the potential of becoming research data. 

Research data may be experimental data, observational data, operational data, third 

party data, public sector data, monitoring data, processed data, or repurposed data. 



Definitions of data in Draft Tri-Council Policy

How are research materials related to research data?

Research materials serve as the object of an investigation, whether 

scientific, scholarly, literary or artistic, and are used to create research data. 

Research materials are transformed into data through method or 

practice. Examples of research materials may include bio-samples for a 

geneticist, primary sources in an archival fonds for an historian, or a 

school of zebrafish for a biologist; and the corresponding research data 

could be gene sequence data, chronological analyses of ideas and 

contributions, and the behaviour of the zebrafish under certain conditions, 

respectively. “Research material” is a general concept that spans 

disciplines and may be digital or analogue.

Next slide > Concrete example





Case Study

● Why does Prof. Craig want to 

share the data she has 

collected?

● What are her “research  

materials,” or, where does this 

data come from? 

● What is the form of her 

“research data”? What is it 

not? 

● How was her data formatted,  

saved, and shared during the 

project? 

● Who owns this data? Can it be 

shared? 

● Where can she deposit her 

data to share with other 

people? 

A Temperate Province ?  

Evidence from Lower 

Canadian General Store 

Account Books, 18301857

Prof. Béatrice Craig



Data sharing: Why should you care?

● Altruism – allow your data to be findable, save other researchers’ 

labour, bring attention to the collections/libraries/archives/communities 

you have worked with

● Self-interest – increase your citations, build your online presence as a 

scholar, expand audience

● Compliance – Some journals require deposit for peer-review 

Tri-Agency (SSHRC, CIHR, NSERC) funding requirements anticipated

Example: From 2018 SSHRC Achievement Report Form

5.6

Is the quantitative and qualitative data collected through your project (in 

whole or in part) available through a disciplinary or institutional repository?

http://www.sshrc-crsh.gc.ca/funding-financement/using-utiliser/achievement-

realisation/pdf/Insight_Achievement_Reporting_Questionnaire-eng.pdf



What are Prof. Craig’s motivations to share data?

● Grow the scholarly contributions to her field by providing access to rare 

primary sources (and to save transcription labour/error)

● Embargoing, restricting access, to the data “by permission” tells her 

who else is working in the same field and starts a conversation

● Bring visibility to the regional archives that house the physical copies of 

the day books and ledgers that are her research material

● Parallel her practice she of depositing analogue papers in archives.



“Primary sources 

in an archival fonds

for an historian”

Musée Argenteuil, Carillon, QC

Archives du Québec in Quebec

City 

Archives de la Côte du Sud et 

du collège de Sainte-Anne de 

la Pocatière, QC 

Madawaska (ME) town library

and at the Acadian Archives in 

Fort Kent

What are Prof. Craig’s research materials?

Where does this data come from? 



IS: Transcriptions made from 

the account books.

NOT: The images of the 

account books (this is not a 

digitization project). 

NOT: The article, which 

provides your contextual 

analysis and conclusions.

What is her “research data”

What is it not? 



How was the data formatted, saved, and shared 

inside the project team?



Ethics: Who owns this data? 

Can it be shared without the risk of harm?

Are there intellectual property issues with Prof. Craig’s data set?

Data is not generally protected by copyright in Canada. The way data 

is formatted or represented may be protected (such as a graph, a 

database or a data set), but the raw data itself can still be used and 

reformatted. - https://copyright.uottawa.ca/

Does Prof. Craig’s data set include protected “sensitive data”?

Personal information may be disclosed 100 years after their date 

or 30 years after the death of the person concerned. However, no 

information relating to the health of a person may be disclosed without 

the consent of the person concerned until 100 years have elapsed 

since the date of the document. – section 19, Archives Act (Quebec)

https://copyright.uottawa.ca/
http://legisquebec.gouv.qc.ca/en/showDoc/cs/A-21.1?&digest=


How to 

publish data 

to share with 

other people

Hand out

“Good Enough” Research Data Management”
https://portagenetwork.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/RDM-for-busy-ppl-EN.pdf



Preparing the data files for sharing: 

Best practices for file naming and documentation

Choose a standard file naming convention that 

includes a descriptive name, author, and date.

Provide definitions of the field names and any 

other terms that might cause confusion. This 

documentation file (sometimes called a code 

book) should accompany your data.

For the best chance of access in the long-

term, choose open, preservation-friendly file 

formats such as plain text, PDF, CSV, TIFF, 

JPEG 2000, etc. Where this is not possible, 

choose commonly-used formats. See LAC’s 

site to learn more.

BCraig_AimableMorin_Registre1830_20190328.xlsx

BCraig_HabitudesConsommation_Documentation_20190328.txt

https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/content/shared/ICPSR/faqs/what-is-a-codebook.html
https://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/services/government-information-resources/guidelines/Pages/guidelines-file-formats-transferring-information-resources-enduring-value.aspx#m


Sample documentation file



Where can historical data be deposited? 

OpenICPSR

uOttawa Dataverse





One record for multiple datasets 



Extended record display



Creating the record: adding metadata



Uploading 
Publishing Datasets in Dataverse YouTubeTutorial



Data Management Plan Assistant https://assistant.portagenetwork.ca/



biblio.uottawa.ca/en/services/faculty/

research-data-management



Felicity Tayler 

Research Data Management Librarian

gdr-rdm@uottawa.ca

Research Data Management @uOttawa
https://biblio.uottawa.ca/en/services/faculty/research-data-management

Referenced in this workshop
“Good Enough” Research Data Management 

https://portagenetwork.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/RDM-for-busy-ppl-EN.pdf

Publishing Datasets in Dataverse Tutorial https://youtu.be/K9gVgja61Ww

Data Management Plan Assistant 
https://assistant.portagenetwork.ca

LAC-BAC Guidelines on File Formats
http://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/services/government-information-resources/guidelines/Pages/

guidelines-file-formats-transferring-information-resources-enduring-value.aspx


